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Twelve days after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor the Flying Tigers made their first sortie into enemy airspace.Twelve days after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor the Flying Tigers made their first sortie into enemy airspace.

Over the next seven months they would become one of the most successful air forces in World War Two, destroying

nearly three hundred enemy planes while only losing fourteen of their own.

Flying the seemingly outdated P-40 Tomahawks with their distinctive shark-faced nose art they held back the

Imperial Japanese forces from invading China in the first few months of 1942.

Olga Greenlaw first arrived in China with her husband, Harvey, who worked for North American Aviation Co., in

1933, and after a brief hiatus away from the country they were quickly drawn into the world of Claire Lee Chennault

and the Flying Tigers.

Her book, The Lady and the Tigers, provides fascinating insight into the unusual world in which she lived.

Through the course of the book she explains how the Flying Tigers, or the American Volunteer Group as they were
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more officially known, were formed, who these young American pilots that were helping China were, and how they

trained young Chinese men to fight bravely and protect their homeland from invasion.

Drawing from the details that she recorded in the War Diary of the Flying Tigers, Greenlaw writes with humor and

honesty and provides a brilliant overview of this enthralling little force and all the characters that fought within it.

"An authoritative, gusty, and true-to-life story of the AVG" — Leland Stowe, They Shall Not Sleep

"Mrs. Greenlaw has brought [the Flying Tigers] to lusty life with injections of her world-wise personality" — New
York Times Book Review

"She was in a man's world, playing a man's game, doing her share to make a great undertaking worthwhile" — San
Francisco Chronicle

Olga Greenlaw was a Mexican-born American citizen who joined her husband, Harvey, in China during the Second

World War. Her book, The Lady and the Tigers records her time spent with the Flying Tigers and was first published

in 1943. She passed away in 1983.
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